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I. JNTR~DUCTIOX 
Hyperbolic systems describe wave motion, and a good understanding of many 
of the issues can be developed from the study of plane waves. Accordingly, we 
consider here the case of two independent variables, the time t and one space 
variable x (say). If the dependent variable is a vector u = U(X, t) with IZ com- 
ponents ur ,. . , u, the quasi-linear first order system is 
(&.+t) + A(u) (&i/Lk) + B(u) = 0, (1-l) 
where A is an nth order square matrix-valued function and B is a vector-valued 
function. The subject of the paper is the formation of singularities of a solution 
of (1.1). By the singularity we mean a growing of the first derivatives of the 
solution u without bound over a finite time interval. In many papers such a 
singular behavior is called the gradient catastrophe and can be identified 
physically with the formation of shock waves. 
In several papers the evolution of discontinuities from smooth initial data 
was examined [l-5]. (See [5] for a review of the problem and a comprehensive 
bibliography up to 1970.) In his recent paper [3], John showed that in the case of 
conservative systems (i.e., those with vanishing vector B) genuine nonlinearity 
implied that if the initial data are sufficiently small the first derivatives of 11 
will become infinite for certain (x, t). 
In contrast to the assumption in [3], we consider the case of nonvanishing 
vector B. In such a situation our system (1.1) is, in some sense, nonconservative 
i.e., it may describe physical problems in which dissipation of energy occurs 
In Section 2 we introduce the fundamental assumption concerning our systen 
(1.1). The next section contains a formal derivation of the evolution equation 
which govern the changes of the components of the gradient u, of the solution 
along characteristics. These equations are coupled, and in order to separat 
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them we discuss in Section 4 some particular systems. It is shown that for 
uncoupled evolution equations the gradient of the solution may grow without 
bound in finite time or remain bounded at all times depending on whether or 
not its initial value exceeds a critical number. The same and additional results 
are derived for the system of two hyperbolic equations. These facts are in 
contrast to the results of John for homogeneous systems. The last section deals 
kth the example of dynamics of a rod made of nonlinear Maxzcellian material. 
Some results of the present paper have a direct application in the proof of 
nonexistence of global solutions (in the time) of nonlinear hyperbolic equations. 
On the other hand, some facts derived in this paper may be used to receive 
solutions which are smooth for all time. 
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS 
We start with a general system (1.1) with n-dependent variables, represented 
by the vector u, and assume that the matrix A(u) has n distinct and real eigen- 
values &(u),..., h(,)(u) for all relevant values of u. By II(u),..., m(u) and 
t-l(u),..., r”(u) we denote the left and right eigenvectors, respectively. According 
to our assumptions we have? 
li . rlc = 0 (2.1) 
for i, R = l,..., n and i # K. It is convenient to normalize the left and right 
eigenvectors such that for each 1 < i < n 
Z<(U) . Z,.(u) = iv, &(u) . S(u) = 1, v-2) 
vhere 1V is a constant and does not depend on u. Furthermore, we assume that 
he matrix A(u) and the vector B(u) are twice continuously differentiable with 
espect to u as well as the eigenvalues Aci,(u). It follows that the eigenvectors 
.“(u) and &(u) are of class C2. Note that each change of the constant N results 
1 the multiplication of each &(u) by some (smooth) function am; i.e., for 
I,(u) . Z,(u) = iv, Ii(U) . I,(u) = N 
.e can find a set of functions T<(U), i = I,..., n, such that 
&(u) = Ti(U) Z,(u) 
id TV is the class Cl for each i. 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
Let us notice that the matrix A, the vectors Ii, rk, and B, and the eigenvalues 
2) should be treated as some operators defined on vector space. It means that a 
rectional derivative of A (say) can be treated as Gateaux dzgerential. Accord- 
1 Where the dot denotes an inner product in the vector space to which f, and rb belong. 
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ingly, we use the denotation DA(u, v) for the directional derivatives of the matrix 
function A at u in the direction v. By the definition we have 
DA(u, v) = (d/k) A(u + sv) Is=s . (2.5) 
The continuous differentiability of A implies that the expression (2.5) exists and 
is well defined. 
At the end of this section we introduce the fundamental assumption: 
The system (1.1) is genuinely nonlinear (in the sense of [6]), i.e., the Gateaux 
derivative of each eigenvalue hti) in the corresponding eigenvector ri does not 
vanish : 
D&)(u, ri) # 0. (2.6) 
Finally, we recall that for each vector (of n components) I the following repre- 
sentation formulas hold:2 
I = (1. r”) 1, , 1 = (I * I,) rk, (2.7) 
because the sets {Z,}: and {rk}T are linear independent and form biorthogonal 
systems (cf. 2.1). 
3. DERIVATION OF THE EVOLUTION EQUATION 
Let us express the gradient u, of the solution u in the basis (ri}T; then 
according to (2.7) we have 
u, = (u, . li) ri. (3.1) 
Denote by 
w&, t) = u, . Ii (3.2: 
the i-component of the gradient. Similarly for the vector B(u) we introduce the 
representation 
B(u) = biri, bi(x, t) = B[u(x, t)] . Ii . (3.3 
Then 
lit = -Au, - B = -(&)wk + b,) r’. (3.4 
The i-characteristics of the system (1.1) are given by the solutions of the dit 
ferential equations 
dx/dt = &[u(x, t)], (3.: 
* The summation convention is used. 
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Let us denote as usual the differentiation along that characteristic by d/dt, then 
we have 
du/dt = ut + h(pz = [(&j - A(,)) wg - b,] 9. 
According to the definition of wi we have 
dWi/dt = Zi . (U,1 t X(i)U,,) + ti, . (dl,/dt). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
We can see that in order to receive the evolution equation for wi we have to 
find the expression for the derivatives uzt , u,, , and d&/dt. To calculate the 
second derivatives of u we have to find the expression for the gradient of the 
matrix A(u). Let us note that for initial data 
u(x, 0) = f(X) (3.8) 
with f of class C2 the solution u is also of class C2 for all x and t from some time 
interval (0, T). 
Denote the coefficients of the derivative of A in the direction of rnk by aFm, 
then 
@(u) = Zi(u) DA[u, r”(u)] r’(u), (3.9) 
where (2.5) was used. Now if v = (v . ZJ mm, then 
fi(u) DA(u, v) rk(u) = af”(u)[v * Z,(u)]. (3.10) 
Similarly, to describe the gradient of the vector B(u) we introduce 
b,“(u) = Z,(u) . DB[u, r”(u)]. 
The vectors Zi satisfy the relations 
ZiA = AciJZi ) Zi * Zi = constant, i=l ,..., n, 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
and hence for any vector v 
DZ~(U, V) A(U) + Ii(U) DA(U, V) = D’(,)(U> V) Z,(U) f A(<) DZi(U, V), 
DZi(U, v) * Zi(U) = 0. 
(3.13) 
qow we use (2.2) and (3.10); for k = i we have 
DA(i)(U, v) = &yu)(v * Z,) (i not summed). (3.14) 
Jn the other hand, for k # i Eq. (3.13) produces 
(A(,) - Ati)) Dfi(u, v) - rk = -a:l”(u)(v * I,,). (3.15) 
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Let us express the derivative D&(u, v) in the basis (Z,}: 
DZi(u, v) = [DZi(u, v) * rk] Z, . (3.16) 
Now if we decompose the right side of (3.16) into two parts, the first with K = i 
and the second with k # i, then 
1 
We multiply both sides of (3.17) by Zi 
(3.18) 
Consequently, instead of (3.17), we have 
1 
Dzi(u, v, = A(&) - A(<) [N-l(Z, * Zi) Ii - Z,] u:~(u)(v - I,), (3.19) 
where the summation is for all m, k = I,..., n except for k = i. 
Now we can return to (3.7). Assuming in (3.19) that v = du/dt, we have 
4 (hi, - h7d) *WI - bm 
dt - 4r) - 4,) 
a~m(u)[N-*(Zk + 4) Zi - ZJ. (3.20) 
We have to find two other derivatives which take place in (3.7). By (3.4)s) 
utz = -A,u, - Au,, - B, 
and hence 
li * (u,t i- 4i)u,,) = -4 - [(A - W) u,, -k &a, + Bzl 
= -Zi - (A,u, + B,). (3.21) 
Making use (3.10) and (3.11), with v = u, , we obtain 
ZiA,u, = u:“‘(u) wkw, , Zi - B, = b?(u) w, . (3.22 
Equations (3.20)-(3.22) enable us to express dwJdt in (3.7) as 
d*i 
- upyu) WkWnz - hid4 
h - hi) 
~f”(u)[N-~(Zk * Zi) Wi - wk], (3.2: 
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or, using explicit denotation for the summation, we write this equation in more 
convenient form (in [3] the evolution equation does not contain the terms with 
Ak): 
(3.24) 
where the coefficients ri” are functions of u and fulfill the relationships: 
for k + i 
, 
nz ~ i. 
, 
ii i i yi = -ai ; 
For the coefficients pih’, which are also functions of u, we have the expression 
&” = -bik + i b,__ ai 
km 
m=l hk) - hi) 
for k+i, 
(3.26) 
Ai = --bii + g1 $, A(,) “-, a:“N1(Zj . ii). 1 (2) 
j+i 
Let us note that the coefficients r:“(u) and /I?(u) do not depend on the normal- 
zation of the left eigenvectors Ii , i = I ,..., n. In fact, 
there j li / = / Zj / = N1i2 is the magnitude (the norm) of the vectors Zk , 
= ,..., 1 n. Hence it is seen that each change of the normalization (2.2) does 
ot influence the value of the factors N-‘Z, 1 Zt . However, any other normaliza- 
on will result in changing each wi as defined in (3.2) by a scalar factor TV 
t (2.4). This fact will be used to eliminate certain of the coefficients in the 
solution equation (3.24). 
From (3.25), we obtain in the case k = m, 
for K # i. (3.27) 
n-thermore, putting into (3.14) ri instead of v we obtain 
L&)(u, i) = a:i(u), (3.28) 
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and hence, by (3.25) and (2.6) 
yj’ = -DX(,j(u, ri) f 0. (3.29) 
It means that -rii is the derivative of the eigenvalue Au) in the direction of 
the corresponding eigenvector ri. 
Our genuine nonlinearity assumption (2.6) consists in the requirement that 
$ does not vanish. The derivative # plays a crucial role in the analysis of the 
evolution equation (3.24); it accompanies the term wi2. 
4. SYMMETRIC SYSTEM 
We assume that the eigenvectors are normalized to one, i.e., N = 1. 
We continue the discussion of the evolution equation (3.24) for a symmetric 
system (1.1) with the properties: 
(A,) For each rm the Gateaux derivative DA(u, rm) has two real eigenvalues, 
namely, the zwo and a”,“‘(u); furthermore, the multiplicity of the zero eigenvalue 
isn - 1. 
(Ad il bin&w, - 0. 
m+i 
(4.1) 
These conditions imply that in (3.24) only terms -a:iwia and -biiwi take 
place, i.e., the evolution equation reduces (for the i-component of w) to 
(dw,/dt) = -ayw: - b,iw, (i not summed). (4.2) 
It should be noticed that when bj = 0 then (4.2) is the same as in the case 0’ 
simple wave solutions of a homogeneous system (i.e., with the vanishing vecto 
B(u) in (1.1)). For simple waves all but one of the components wlc of us vanish 
In our nonhomogeneous case we do not assume anything on the components u 
in order to simplify the evolution equation (3.24), but we do assume somethin 
about the derivatives of the matrix A. 
Let us return to the case of nonvanishing a? and bt. On the set C,(z) c 
points (x, t) which lie on the i-characteristic (cf. (3.5)) passing a point (z, ( 
all coefficients and the variables in (4.2) are functions oft only. Our smoothne: 
assumptions together with the genuine nonlinearity condition (cf. (2.6) an 
(3.29)) enable us to give the general solution of (4.2) in the form: 
(4. 
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where 
p(t) = -Lt bii(S) as. (4.4) 
Here w,(O) represents the initial value of wi 
Wi(O) = w&, 0) = f’(z) * ZJf(.z)]. (4.5) 
THEOREM 1. Let the system. (1.1) be symmetric and satisfy assumptions A, and 
A, . If the signs of w<(O) and -a?(t) are the same, i.e., 
-wi(0) ai,i(t) > 0, (4.6) 
and if there exists a time t, > 0 such that 
[wi(0)]-’ = -.(’ a:‘(s) exp[p(s)] ds, (4.7) 
then 
fiy / w,(t)1 = co. (4.8) c 
It means that the solution u(x, t) cannot exist and be of class C2 for all positive t. 
Proof. By (4.3) the singular behavior of the solution wJt> on C,(z) depends 
on the denominator, and if (4.7) holds then the singularity appears at t = t, . 
Hence (4.8) follows. [ 
By using the results of Bailey and Chen [7] it would be possible to give 
another criterion of the unbounded growth of wi . To do this let us define 
-l- m w .- 
s 
/ azi(t)l exp y(t) dt. (4.9) 
0 
LEMMA 1. If (4.6) is satisfied and 1 wi(0)l > w then (4.8) hoZds. 
In [3], John proved that each solution of a homogeneous genuinely nonlinear 
kyperbohc system with sufficiently small initial data becomes singular after a 
nite time. In contrast to that we have: 
THEOREM 2. If the symmetric system satisfies A, and A, , then the condition 
f the equal signs of ~~(0) and a?, together with the boundedness of the ratio 
i(t)/a:i(t) imply the boundedness of the solution wi(t) of (4.2). Furthermore, if 
-bii(t)/afi(t) tends to a nonnegative (nonpositive, respectively) jinite or in$nite 
nit, then the same is true for any solution wi(t) > 0 (wi(t) < 0), respectively, 
3 0. 
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If, however, the relation (4.6) and j w,(O)/ < w hold, where w is defined by (4.9), 
then 
i& inf i w,(t)1 = 0. 
For the proof3 see [7]. 
In view of the results above on the global behavior of the i-component wi 
of the gradient u, , the number w, defined by (4.9), may be called the critical 
initial gradient component. The magnitude of the initial value ~~(0) compared 
with the critical initial gradient component w decides whether the solution 
wi(t) of (4.2) grows without bound over a finite time interval (along the i-charc- 
teristic) or remains bounded at all times. The former conclusion, of course, 
denotes that a singularity in the solution u(x, t) of (1.1) develops. 
Let us notice that the ratio bj(t)/ar(t) as well as both coefficients of (4.2) 
depend on the solution u(x, t) (along the characteristic Ci(z)). Since for suffi- 
ciently smooth A(u), B(u) in (1.1) and the initial data f(x) in (3.8), the solution 
u(x, t) is also smooth (for small t and all x), the coefficients b,i(t) and azi(t) are 
smooth as well. This fact means that for the bounded away from zero a? this 
ratio will be bounded too, and Theorem 2 is not empty. 
At the end of this section we point out another special case of the system (1. l), 
leading evolution equations (3.24) to the form of the Bernoulli equation. This 
is system (1.1) (not necessarily symmetric) with the properties: 
(B,) There exists 1 S. i < n such that 
Zi(u) * B(u), $1 0, (4.10) 
butfor each k = I,..., n dtzeerent from i the following identity holds. 
&(u) . B(u), = 0. (4.111 
(BJ The matrix [fiL”] k, E : l,..., n, k f i, 2 f i is not singular, i.e., 
det[P,lc] # 0. (4.12 
5. CASE n = 2 
Some simplifications occur when the order of our system (1.1) is n = 2. If 
has one of the values 1, 2 we denote by k the other one of those values. By (3.2’ 
$ = 0 and the evolution equation for wi reduces to 
dw,ldt r= #wi2 + 2$wiwr + Pi”q + /3/w,. (5. 
3 In most of the last results the requirement of the boundedness from below of j a?( 
may be changed by the weaker assumption (cf. [7]). 
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Let us change the normalization fi . lj = N for the left eigenvectors c(u), 
j = 1, 2 to eliminate the coefficient # in (5.1). Note that in such a case the 
variable wi will be multiplied by a scalar factor depending on u. Denote this 
scalar factor by TV. Then, using our notation, we have 
-$ (TOWS) = 7i ?F f’ wi DT~ iu, $1. (5.4 
If we choose TV such that (cf. [3]) 
(5.3) 
then (5.2) takes the simpler form 
d(TiWi)kh = yyTiw; + p,iw, -t p;“w,: ) 
where 
(5-4) 
/?: = T#> - bi DT~(u, ri) - b, DT~(u, rk). (5.5) 
Now, our aim is to separate evolution equations for components wi and wL . 
It is obvious that it will be a case of vanishing pi”. In view of (3.3), (3.9), (3.1 l), 
and (3.25) pi3” will be of the form 
LEMMA 2. If rk is the right proper vector of the matrix C 
1 
C(u) = VuWu) - XCk) _ Ati) F’u@(u)l B(u), 
then jlik = 0. 
Proof. If for some scalar 6, the relation 
C(u) rL(u) = S&(u) 
Is true, then for pi” we have 
pi” = -S7Ji * rk. 
hrt Ii and rk are orthogonal (for i # K). Hence pi” = 0. 1 
Let i be fixed; then we introduce the following denotation 
(5.6) 
(5.7) 
(5.8) 
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Our differential equation (5.4) with &” = 0, in the new variables, will have the 
form 
da/dt = ya2 + pa. (5.9) 
This equation is of Bernoulli type with variables coefficients. Let us note that 
the general solution of (5.9) is similar to (4.3) with 
~(7) = j”,’ B(s) ds. (5.10) 
Here a(0) denotes the initial value of riwi at some x. 
Our aim is to discuss the global behavior of the solution of (5.9) in time. 
However, one can predict the local behavior of a(t), i.e., the behavior at any 
instant t, using only Eq. (5.9) rewritten in the form (to discuss the local behavior 
of a(t), see [7, 81) 
Wdt = da + (B/Y>)~ (5.11) 
Without loss of generality we can assume that # has the constant sign. It 
follows that either 
signy = +l or sign y = -1. 
This fact comes from assumption (2.6) (cf. 3.29)) of the genuine nonlinearity 
of (1.1). Furthermore, for a genuinely nonlinear system the coefficient #(u) 
(or) is bounded4 away from 0 for all u from some ball K. 
Let K denote the set (u: \(u - G)I < .s>, w h ere E > 0 and ii is some solution of 
(1.1). For f restricted to a suitable neighborhood of ii(O), the solution u(x, t) is 
in K for all x and some t and we can find function T{(U) satisfying (5.3) and only 
assuming values close to 1 for u in the range of u(x, t). (It will be satisfied if we 
assume that the boundary condition for 7i is 1 -ri(ii)i = 1. 
THEOREM 3. If the assumptions above are satisjied, then we have the following 
behavior of the solution a(t) of (5.9). 
(1) Suppose that sign a(0) = -sign y(t). If +(t)/y(t) is bounded above 
(below) then the same is true for a solution a(t) > 0 (a(t) < 0, respectively), t > 0. 
(2) Suppose that sign a(O) = sign y(t). Let 
,-1 z 
J ,^ I r(t)1 expb.(t)l dt. (5.12 
4 If we assume that (2.6) holds for some u = ti, then for sufficiently small E > 0 $(u 
does not vanish on the set K = {u: 1 u - ii / < E}. 
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(a) If 1 a(O)1 > W, then there exists a unique finite time t, > 0 such that 
i 
tc 
y(t) exdM)l dt = 1 MO) (5.13) 
‘0 
and 
ii!! j a(t)] = Co. (5.14) 
e 
(b) If / a(O)1 < w then liE:f 1 a(t)1 = 0. 
Points (1) and (2b) of the theorem say there is a solution u(x, t) of the non- 
homogeneous system (1.1) (with n = 2) for which any formation of singularity 
is not observed. This fact is in contrast to the results of [2-51. 
Here we could also repeat our discussion from the previous section concerning 
the number W. This is the reason that we can formulate point (2) in the following 
way. 
LEMMA 3. If sign a(0) = sign y(t) and there exists t, such that (5.13) hoZds, 
then (5.14) fozzows. 
Now we formulate a new theorem on singularities of solutions which may 
be used not only in the case considered (i.e., when n = 2) but also for a general 
system (1.1) for which evolution equations have the form (5.9). 
THEOREM 4. Let the initiaE data f(x) in (3.8) be given such that 
a(0) = u(f) > 0 
and 
j?(t) E /lo = const > 0, y(t) > y. = const > 0, 
(5.15) 
(5.16) 
for some time interval (0, T). Let 
Then the solution of (1.1) cannot exist beyond t, = (l//I,,) ln(1 + (&/~a) m). 
Proof. Let us note that (5.9) is equivalent to the linear equation 
dcldt = -+c - y, (5.18) 
vhere l/c(t) = a(t) > 0. Now, we consider two initial value problems 
dz/dt = d,,F + dl , C(O) = m, 
dc/dt z: d,c A d(t), c(0) = m, 
(5.19) 
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where 
do = -Bo , 4 = -‘yo , d(t) = --y(t). (5.20) 
In the proof we have to use [9, Theorem 8V, p. 651. With it and our assumptions 
we can prove that 
c(t) > c(t) on (0, T). 
For a(t) = l/c(t) we have 
a(t) = (l/c(t)) > (l/E@)> = a(t), (5.21) 
where a(t) is the solution of 
da/dt = yoa2 f ,Boq a(0) = m-1. (5.22) 
The solution of (5.22) exists for 0 < t < t, , where 
tc = U/P,) 141 + (rS,/ro> m). (5.23) 
At t = t, , g(t) has the property 
pi a(t) = Kl. (5.24) 
e 
In view of (5.21), the relation (5.24) h s ows that the solution of the evolution 
equation (5.9) grows without bound in finite time. It means that a singularity 
of the gradient u, of the solution of our system (1.1) forms in a finite time, and it 
implies that the solution u(x, t) cannot exist beyond t. 1 
Now if we notice that the solution of (5.22) has the form 
where 
Z(t) = wo[(mwo - 1) eCBot + 11-l, 
wo = -BoiYo . 
then the theorem’s consequence is the following. 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
COROLLARY. Let (5.15) and 
p(t) = /To = const < 0, y(t) > y. = const > 0, t E (0, T) (5.27; 
hold. If, furthermore, m deJined by (5.17) fuljills 
m-r > wO, (5.28 
then a solution of (1.1) cannot exist beyond t, . 
The following theorem gives the conditions of the boundedness of the solution 
of (5.9). 
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THEOREM 5. Let the initial data f be given such that 
sign a(O) = -sign y(t) (5.29) 
and (5.27) hold. Then the solution a(t) is bounded for all t, for which (5.27), 
holds. 
(The proof is by application of Theorem 3, point 1.) 
6. DYNAMIC PROBLEM OF AN INELASTIC ROD 
Let us consider a inelastic rod. Its behavior during a dynamic process will be 
described by the stress CT and the strain E, both functions of the particle x and 
time t. Assume that the material of the rod is Maxwellian and obeys the con- 
stitutive relation: 
b = g(u) 2 - &a), (6.1) 
with g(o) and 4(o) as material functions. We assume that 
g(u) > 0. (6.2) 
The constitutive equation (6.1) d escribes the broad class of inelastic materials. 
For nonvanishing 4(u) the equation may describe viscoplastic flow in nonlinear 
elastic-viscoplastic rod. 
The law of motion in the case of the one-dimensional theory has the form 
u+ + pb = pd (6.3) 
with p the reference mass density, b the body force, and ZI the particle velocity. 
r\;ow, if we denote by u = (v, u) the dependent variables, then the system of two 
equations (6.1) and (6.3) may be written in the vector form 
where 
ti + A(u)u, + B(u) = 0 (6.4) 
44 = [ -& -iIf] 3 B(u) = [&;“,I. 
Let us notice that the matrix A as well as the vector B depend only on the second 
component of u. The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A are 
41) = -w)lPYz~ 42) = kbYPY’~ P = (1 + gGJ)pY”, 
4 = [--x(,,P/P, l/PI, 12 = [--x&P, l/PI, (6.6) 
r1 = 
[ 
-Pi2k,P 1 [ -P/2kz,P p/2 ’ r2 = p,‘2 1 * 
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For further investigations we assume that there exists nonnegative (dimen- 
sional) constant c such that 
g(u) = c”py u) for each (T. (6.7) 
In view of the assumption (6.7) that pi” vanishes, it corresponds to the case of 
Lemma 2. In order to determine the factor T<(U) let us notice that 
i72 
Yk = 
-g’(dMu)P - 11 
f%i,~~(4 ’ 
(6.8) 
Hence the solution of (5.3) has the form 
Ti(U) = T&l) = T(U) = c,p(a)/g*/4(u), (6.9) 
where c,, should be determined from the boundary condition. Finally, we get 
the following expressions for (5.8): 
y =: -g’(u) 8’/4(u) 1 __, 
4~WYl 
p =: -$‘(u)/2, a =z co(uz - h(i)pz’r) __- . 
gl i4( 0) 
Let us assume the linear expression for +(a), i.e., 
(6.10) 
4(u) = ho + ko > (6.11) 
where k, , k, are material constants. Then, by (6.7) the constitutive equation 
(6.1) takes the form 
6 = (c&J + ck,)2 i - (kp + R,). (6.12) 
Let us notice that (6.12) describes material in which the real relaxation process 
may occur only if k, is positive. Furthermore, the creep processes (i.e., with 
c? = 0, u = ut,) will have the properties: i = constant, and i > 0 when 
Kio,, + k, > 0 and i < 0 when K,u, + k, < 0. 
For material with (6.12) as its constitutive equation we have 
p = --k,/z < 0, i.e., /3(t) = const for all t, 
Y = co I 4(W2, Co = --c~K,/~c,(c~)~/~ = const. 
(6.13) 
Let G(x, t) = [a(~, t), (T(x, t)] be a solution such that 
1 CF)l 2+ $0 > 0. (6.14) 
Then for any smooth initial data f from a sufficiently small neighborhood of 
ii(O) = [g(O), G(O)] there exists a smooth solution u(x, t) of (1.1) for all x and t 
in some interval [0, T) with the properties 
At) = co I 4(W2 > Co(40Y2 = Yo T (6.15) 
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where we choose the positive value for the constant C, . Hence, according to 
Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 if 
sign a(O) = sign y(t) > 0 (6.16) 
and if there exists t, > 0 such that 
[a(O)]-l = lot’ C&t) exp (- 5 t) dt 
at some point x from the domain off, then 
fir! u(t) = co. 
c 
Here y(t) and u(t) are functions defined on the characteristic passing through 
the point (x, 0). The relation (6.13), enables us to use Theorem 4 and 
its Corollary. For the positive constant C, in (6.13), the assumption (5.27) is 
satisfied. Hence, the singularity in the solution u(x, t) will be observed whenever 
On the other hand, if instead of (6.16) we have 
sign a(O) = -sign y(t) < 0 (6.17) 
then the boundedness of the ratio k,/2C 1 d(~)ll’~ (cf. (6.15)) implies, by Theo- 
rem 3, the boundedness of the solution of the evolution and consequently the 
boundedness of the gradient u, of the solution (1.1). 
If the right side of the time interval (0, T) increases with the same inequality 
(6.15) then in this larger time interval u, will be bounded as well. This fact 
(cf. Theorem 5) denotes that for the genuinely nonlinear and nonhomogeneous 
hyperbolic system (6.4) solutions may be continuous such that their first 
derivatives remain bounded too, whenever (6.15) and (6.17) hold, i.e., 
-Po k, 
y(t) 2c, 1 +(u)I”” < 2&y = 2. 
(6.18) 
The last result is in contrast to facts proven in [2-51 for homogeneous systems. 
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